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        QWRC Products 

 Kids 

 Never touch a 
bat 

 Bats are 
Important 

 Australian Bat 
Lyssavirus is 
preventable 

 Mum and dad 

 Hendra  

 Fruit tree 
netting 

 Barbed wire 

 Don’t cats control 
rats and mice? 

 Don’t cats control 
snakes? 

 Cats threaten the 
future survival of 
most wildlife 

 Are you a 
responsible cat 
owner? 

 Do cats harm 
wildlife? 

 How can I protect 
cats and wildlife? 

 So, you want 
to care for 
wildlife… 

 Do you have 
enough time? 

 Do you have 
the financial 
backing? 

 Are you tough 
enough? 

 Other ways to 
help wildlife... 

 Chasing wildlife 

 Walking dogs in 
bushland 

 Keep dogs and 
wildlife apart 

 Barking at 
wildlife 

 Keeping wildlife 
safe in your 
backyard 

 If your dog attacks 
wildlife 

 Are you a 
responsible dog 
owner? 

Carcase tags 

SEE PAGE 8 FOR PRINTING COSTS 
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Illustrations 

by  

Louise Saunders  

In this issue: 

 Vet Advice 

 AWRC report 

 Carer profile —  Carol Cosentino 

 Australian Wildlife Rescue Inc 

 Working with your vet 

 Saving Jackson the roo 

 Book Review - Wombaroo birds 

          Help save a tree or two                                    

Choose to have your RnR delivered  
electronically.                               

Email: secretary@qwrc.org.au. 

RnR is produced by The Queensland 
Wildlife Rehabilitation Council twice a 
year.  It is  distributed  free to all       
financial members of QWRC throughout 
Queensland.   To ensure you continue to 
receive a copy, either by post or email, 
please ensure you maintain your correct 
contact details with QWRC to either                                
secretary@qwrc.org.au. or PO Box 488 
Archerfield Qld 4108. 

RnR is printed on 
recycled  paper  

Opinions expressed in RnR are not necessarily 

those of the Queensland Wildlife Rehabilitation 

Council. 

       Copyright — Queensland Wildlife Rehabilitation Council 

Euthanasia of Native Wildlife in 
Queensland 
 
Wildlife Autopsy by Rehabilitators in 
Queensland 
 
Hygiene Practices 
 
What happens to animals that can't be 
released? 
 
Understanding your duty of care 

Release of wildlife 
 
Zoonosis 
 
Aviary and cage hygiene 
 
Display of wildlife 
 
Care of Flying fox orphans outside their          
geographical range 
 
Wildlife in the workplace 

QWRC’s Best Practice Guidelines for  wildlife rehabilitators are available in 

the member’s section of our website www.qwrc.org.au.  Please let us know if you 

can suggest further titles to add to this list: 

http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/1EuthanasiaFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/1EuthanasiaFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/2%20AutopsyFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/2%20AutopsyFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/3HygieneFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/4NonreleaseanimalsFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/4NonreleaseanimalsFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/5DutyofCareFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/6ReleaseFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/7ZoonosisFeb08.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/8FFmovementFeb%2008.pdf
http://www.qwrc1.org.au/guidelines/8FFmovementFeb%2008.pdf
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From the Chair.. 

The really busy time for rehabbers is 
upon us as the days are starting to warm 
and the days lengthen again. I trust you 
are all rested from a “q....” [must not say 
that word] winter. 

We trust that you are all coping with the 
current drought conditions and pray that 
you and the creatures around you are not 
affected by fire.  Please remember that 
should you experience major damage or 
end up with an influx of animals due to 
natural disasters please let us know and 
we will see if we can help or we may be 
able to pass your request for assistance 
on to others who may be of assistance.  

I continually give thanks to all the 
QWRC councillors and our Patron Dr 
Jim Pollock for their tireless efforts for 
QWRC.  It is only through their efforts 
that QWRC is able to supply you with 
the benefits you gain through your 
QWRC membership.  QWRC continues 
efforts to have a representative in every 
district.  

QWRC continues to tick along as we 
provide a website full of great info for 
all rehabbers. Our brochures are       
available free or at subsidised rates to 
members and groups across the State, so 
consistent information is always       
available to members of the public. Our 
wildlife  rescue booklet is still a hit, so 
despite the difficulty in gaining grant 
assistance we will proceed with another 
reprint due soon.  Please refer to page 11 
if your group would like to get copies 
printed with your own contact details. 

Jacqui Webb’s great grant writing skills 

continue but we are finding it harder and 
harder to obtain funds for special       
projects. We are blessed that Jacqui was 
able to represent QWRC at the recent 
Australian Wildlife Rehabilitation     
Conference [AWRC] in Sydney and 
hope you enjoy her report on pages 
19/20.  Now is a great time to start    
planning and saving so you have the   
possibility of attending the 2020 AWRC 
to be held in Darwin. 

Our membership currently stands at 
about 300 and we have 8 groups from 
across the State whose members have 
joined QWRC to enable both members 
and the group to take advantage of the 
insurance we offer.  Whilst the actual 
groups may change a little over time, it 
is promising to see the number of groups 
has remained fairly steady or even     
increased for the last couple of years.  

Thank you all for your wonderful      
support as we look forward to many 
more years of working together as a 
group for the betterment of our precious 
wildlife. 

We sincerely hope you enjoy this issue 
of RnR and as always look forward to 
your input of either stories/photos or 
requests for specific information you 
would like to see shared. Please contact 
us at either secretary@qwrc.org.au or 
editor@qwrc.org.au   

Till next time take care and stay safe. 
 

Annie 

mailto:secretary@qwrc.org.au
mailto:editor@qwrc.org.au
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Editorial..  

This is a very difficult time for most 
carers who are currently in a drought 
situation.  We can only keep praying for 
rain for the sake of the poor starving 
animals out there both native and     
domestic.  These conditions seem to 
bring a lot more animals into care and 
we can only all do our best for them 
until the rains come again. 
 
I hope that you and your critters have 
not been affected by the current fires 
that seem to be rampaging across 
Queensland.  I hate it when all the fire 
reports never mention any possible  
losses of the wildlife in these areas.  
Sadly there are rarely any survivors. 
 
Please see pages 24/25 regarding   
working with your vet, it has some very 
good advice.  You could take this copy 
of RnR with you next time you visit 
your vet and ask if they receive it in the 
mail and make it available to their 
staff.  Advise us of  the vet surgery 
name and address if your vet would like 
to be added to the mailing list. 
 
There is a Book Review on page 26 on 
the Wombaroo Feeding Guides for  
native birds.  These are FREE and a 
must have for all bird carers so you 
may like to get an extra copy to offer to 
your vet if they have not already       
received one from Wombaroo.  Please 
give the details to your local carer 
group so they can order for their    
members or to any other bird carers that 
you know.  All the birds coming into 
care will thank you. 
 
 

Please contact me (4156 5382) if you 
would like information about what is 
involved in editing RnR if you think 
you may be interested in undertaking 
this role as I would love a break.      
You may also contact: 
secretary@qwrc.org.au for further      
information. 
 
We are always seeking articles, photos 
need to be suitable for printing so a 
minimum of 2MB resolution.  Ensure 
that the option of ‘original size’ is    
chosen  if  available when sending as 
some email programs automatically 
minimise the resolution. 

Please send us your stories/
photos for the March 2019    
issue. 

Deadline: 14 January 2019. 

Email: editor@qwrc.org.au 

                   or 

The Editor, PO Box 488,  

ARCHERFIELD QLD 4108 
  

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Judy Elliott 

 

  

mailto:secretary@qwrc.org.au
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For carers who use Fluconazole for    
intestinal thrush this is the recommended 
dosage and treatment: 

The 15mg/kg Fluconazole twelve hourly 
dose rate is for intestinal thrush. Usually 
two - four weeks on twice daily doses 
but serial gram stains are a must.  

Any joey that changes its normal pattern 
slightly, (e.g. as my vet nurse said one 
morning "so and so is a pig for his bottle 
and has to be fed first but didn't leap out 
of his pouch this morning"). Nothing 
wrong with any poos or anything so we 
do a gram stain on a normal poo sample 
and there is a big load of Candida 
spores, not even sporulating.  

Will usually find maybe one per few 
high power fields viewed (oil immersion 
lens) settings, but numbers per each HPF 
they are getting away. Then they will 
sporulate (form clear cytoplasm around 
the spores then grow off hyphae, that’s 
when the joey is getting sick. We have 
to catch them well before that in my 
experience. Each carer needs to have a 
microscope plus learn how to use it, like 
my vet nurse has (gave her one for Xmas 
one year). How to do a gram stain. How 
to interpret the findings. We always 
check the poos with a gram stain on any 
that come in, straight away. 

This is the hardest part. There is a carer 
group in WA that works on this         
principal, teaching all the carers how to 
do this. Treat before signs of illness. 
Essential. Each carer should have a vet 

willing to teach how to do this. The  
microscopes aren't expensive and stains, 
slides etc easy to get. There is a lot more 
to caring for small joeys than putting 
them in a pouch and feeding them, if 
you want success after success. 

As per dilutions: we normally use 1 x 
100mg capsule dissolved into 10ml  
water giving 10mg mg/ml fluconazole 
for smaller joeys. Larger ones we put the 
capsule into 5ml to give 20mg per ml. 
Makes the volumes easier to work with 
for administration, using the 15mg/kg 
dose rate. Then calculate the dose rate 
and work out the mls to give.  

The biggest thing we can recommend is 
that carers find someone, a vet, who can 
teach them microscopy and how to do 
gram stains. Every time a new joey 
comes in the first thing we do is a gram 
stain on their faeces. This give us a  
baseline or lets us see if anything is  
going on. It's also important to add that 
the slightest change could mean     
something. Some carers wait too long 
and until it's too late to treat. Also they 
can be on Fluconazole for up to twelve 
weeks depending on the severity of the 
candida. We do serial gram stains to 
keep an eye on this. 

(Dr) Marshall Thornton 

Alicia Smith (head vet nurse/carer) 

West Cessnock Veterinary Hospital 

 

Ed: Dr Marshall or Alicia are happy to     
                 be contacted for advice. 

The Wildlife Vet - intestinal thrush 

 (Photos at very bottom of email 

bring a smile. What a cutie!

satisfying to be able to help her 

over the years.)

Queensland Wildlife Rehabilitation Council acknowledges that all restricted medications should only 

be administered under the direct supervision of a veterinary surgeon.  For further information see 

Health (Drugs and poisons) Regulation 1996.  http://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/> 
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Wildlife Rescue Inc. is a non-profit,  
voluntary organisation specialising in the 
rescue of native animals. WRI is a   
member society of Animals Australia but 
is independent of any other organisation 
or government body. Its founding    
members included two Honorary Life 
Members of NSW WIRES and several 
members of the State Emergency Service 
(SES). 
 

Wildlife Rescue Inc was incorporated in 
Feb 2011, originally intending to operate 
in the Coffs Harbour area of NSW only. 
However, following an increasing    
number of calls from other States, WRI 
now operates throughout Australia under 
the registered name “Wildlife Rescue 
Australia”. 
 

To achieve its objective, WRI              
has established a state-of-the-art             
communication system consisting of the 
WRI Call Centre and the MapMaker 
Search Facility. The Call Centre software 
and the MapMaker software are installed 
on separate servers in Sydney. 
 

When a call is received by the Call   
Centre, it is routed on a round robin basis 
to one of the phone coordinators (PCs) 
on duty at the time. When answered, 
MapMaker automatically creates a call 
record and logs the date and time the call 
was received, the caller’s phone number 
etc. A voice recording of the incoming 

call is also stored. This information is 
available to all PCs on duty. 
 

The Centre has a technical capacity of 
over one million incoming calls per 
year. 
 

The Call Centre is staffed (at any one 
time) by up to ten or more home-based, 
volunteer PCs located anywhere in    
Australia. They use the unique,          
professionally-written search engine, 
(Map Maker) to generate a Google-type 
map for each rescue. The map shows the 
location and details of the animal to be 
rescued, together with nearby rescuers, 
carers, vet clinics etc, even tree climbers 
and chimney sweeps, i.e. any person or 
organisation who may be able to assist in 
a rescue. 

Any one of thousands of individuals or 
organisations can be contacted by phone, 
email or text within seconds of a call 
being accepted, with a few clicks of a 
mouse. 

To register as either a rescuer or licenced 
carer go to https://
www.wildliferescue.net.au/.  Also, the 
group to which a licenced carer belongs 
can register as a group. 

During the last 3 years, over 95% of 
incoming calls were answered, with an 
average answering time of less than 35 
seconds. 

Wildlife Rescue Inc 

 PO Box 130 URUNGA NSW 2455 

   ABN 82 351 918 161 

Rescue Hotline : 1300 596 457 

Bernard Ashcroft 
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“New Heat Pad”        
 

from 
 

         Warm.A.Pet 
 
“Carbon Fibre Technology” 

 
 

Flexible Heat Pad 
Fabulous for Joey Pouches 

   (Now THREE sizes available) 

For full details visit our 
website and Facebook page 

(find the facebook link on our website) 

www.warmapet.com.au 
 

Wildlife Carers 
 (Permit number required for prices)  

                      

 Please call: 03 9544 1471 
 

Or email: 

wildlifeproducts@warmapet.com.au 

   “Like” us on Facebook 

(Members of the public check your local    pet 
store or internet re-seller  and ask for                   
Warm.A.Pet heat pads for your pet) 

ADVERTISEMENT  

Please see the colour pictures on the 
inside front cover of this issue. 

Brochures 
These are currently: 

 Dogs and Wildlife 

 Bats 

 Protect your Cat  Protect our 
Wildlife 

 How to become a Wildlife 
Rehabilitator 

 QWRC - representing all wildlife 
rehabilitators 

 

Brochure allocation to members: 

Limit of 100 total free per year with a 
500gm Post Pak satchel provided by 
the member. Once we receive the Post 
Pak satchel with their address on it   
we can do the mailout.  If more than 
100 are requested in any calendar year 
they will be sold at half price (5cents 
each)  still with the required Post Pak 
satchel provided.  All brochures can be 
ordered by any non-member for 
10cents each plus postage. 
 

Safety Vests 
These have been donated by the Qld 
Mains Road department.  There is an 
application form on our website.  One 
vest per member while stocks last, for 
postage costs and availability please 
contact secretary@qwrc.org.au.   

 

Carcase Tags 

A small supply of these is sent with 
your membership card together with 
the data form that must be completed 
and returned before any more are 
issued.  Data is supplied to the Qld 
Mains Road department. 

 

 

QWRC Products 
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QWRC PUBLIC  LIABILITY 
INSURANCE 

NOW $20M 

 QWRC GROUP INSURANCE 

Public Liability insurance is available to groups when ALL their members are also 

members of QWRC.  A request for insurance must be sent to QWRC together with 

a copy of all membership forms and a total membership list so that an insurance 

certificate can be issued . 

This is the ‘Registered Charity Tick’ logo available 
to eligible charities  registered with the  Australian 
Charities and Not-for-Profit Commission. 

It is not compulsory to use it but is intended to help 
the public recognise charities that are registered 
with ACNC. 

For information on how to apply for your charity 
tick refer to www.acnc.gov.au. 

Just a reminder to all groups that to maintain charity status each group must       
remember to report their activities to the ACNC [Australian Charities and Not for 
profits Commission] annually and will need to update data about elected persons or 
contact persons for the group after each AGM; if this reporting is not done then 
groups could well lose charity status.   

 WILDLIFE RESCUE BOOKLETS/BROCHURES 

QWRC continue to seek funding for further printing of their very popular Wildlife   
Rescue booklets.   Groups are therefore invited to have them or the brochures (refer 
inside front cover) printed with their own contact details.  These can only be printed 
through QWRC. Classic Design and Print have kindly provided the following 
quotes, as an  indication of cost; remember that to get them to you will be extra: 
 

2,500 Rescue books  $3,140.00 inc GST 

5,000 Rescue books  $5,400.00 inc GST 
 

DL Brochures Dogs/Cats/Bats/Wildlife Rehabilitator: 
 

2,000            $365.00 inc gst 

5,000    $472.00 inc gst 
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News …... News …... News 

  QWRC Website 

This is very user friendly with lots of new information so please check it out at 

www.qwrc.org.au.  The members section requires a password that is sent to you 

when you join and each year at renewal. 

Administration Request 

Sadly some members are not receiving all the information that is being sent to them 

either by snailmail or email.  We do get some ‘return to senders’ some of which is 

due to their application forms being scribbled which results in information being 

incorrectly recorded on  our database.  Incomplete forms also cause problems and  

is time consuming to sort out.  Please take care when completing your forms and 

make sure all sections are fully completed before sending them either to your group 

or to us 

Permits - Permits - Permits 

Please note that the Queensland Wildlife Rehabilitation Council is NOT a wildlife 

carer group and DOES NOT ISSUE PERMITS to wildlife carers so being a 

member does not entitle you to care for wildlife.  Permits are available either from 

the Qld Department of Environment and Heritage Protection or wildlife 

rehabilitation groups if they hold a group permit.  Please ensure that you have a 

piece of paper that says you have a permit.  It will be dated, list the species and 

number of animals you are permitted to care for. 

For more information please internet search for ‘qld wildlife rehabilitation permit’.  

Disclaimer 

QWRC accepts  no responsibility for any comments made in articles and any     
queries should be referred to the relevant author. 
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District 1—  Cape York/Dry Tropics/Gulf    

Kristy Philliskirk 

Phone : 0427 799748 

 

District  2— Wet Tropics/Cairns Marine 

VACANT 

 

District 3 — Savanah/Townsville Marine 

Janelle  Gilmore (Secretary/minute taker) 

Phone: 4724 4725 

 

District 4  —  Mackay/Whitsundays 

Jacqui Webb (Grants officer) 

Phone: 4947 3308 

 

District 5 — Capricorn/Gladstone 

Annie Saunders (Chair) 

Phone: 4975 6281 

 

District 6 —  Longreach 

Kim Palmer 

Phone: 4658 7216 

 

District 7 — Wide Bay Burnett/Great Sandy 

Judy Elliott (Editor RnR) 

Phone: 4156 5382 

 

District 8— South West 

Judy Collins 

Phone: 4623 1097 

 

District 9 — Toowoomba 

VACANT 

 

District 10 — Sunshine Coast/Southern Marine 

Glendell Appleford 

Phone:  0413 453722 

 

District 11— Southeast/Moreton Bay 

Eleanor Pollock (Vice-chair/QWRC Quotes  

Editor)  Phone: 3420 0406 

 

Vicky Dawson (Treasurer/Member Secretary)                            

Email: secretary@qwrc.org.au 

 

CONTACTING QWRC 

 

POSTAL ADDRESS: 

PO Box 488, ARCHERFIELD 4108 
 

TELEPHONE:  

Refer to local representative list  
 

EMAIL:  

secretary@qwrc.org.au 
editor@qwrc.org.au 

 

WEBSITE: 

 www.qwrc.org.au 
 

BANK ACCOUNT: 

BSB: 814282 

A/C: 30644404 

 MOVING HOUSE  

or 

changing your email address 

Remember to advise QWRC 

We encourage you to let us know when 
you move so that we don’t waste       
precious paper and funds on postage. 

Also advise us of any email address 
changes.   

Remember that DEHP are  unable (due 
to   privacy laws) to advise us of any 
carer details.  It is therefore vital that 
YOU tell US of any changes.  Groups 
please note. 

QWRC’s patron is Dr Jim Pollock 

RnR is printed by Classic Design and 
Print, Bundaberg 

Your local representatives 
are: 
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MEMBERSHIP  

        BENEFITS 
 

 Membership of the State representative body. 

 A collective voice for rehabilitation. 

 Access to a network of carers across the State. 

 Financial membership offers cover under QWRC’s Public   

Liability ($20M) and Volunteer Workers Insurance policies. 

 Support with wildlife rehabilitation and welfare. 

 Access to QWRC brochures. 

 Access to professional advice, information and data. 

 Access to Best Practice Guidelines. 

 RnR newsletter twice a year (March and September). 

 QWRC Quotes member’s update (January and June). 

 Eligibility to nominate for a position as a QWRC District   

representative. 

 Eligibility to vote at all QWRC elections. 

Please contact a QWRC representative 

(see list on page 13) to put you in touch 

with other members.   

Would you like to contact 

other carers in your area? 
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         Post to: - The Secretary 

P.O. Box 488 

Archerfield Qld 4108 

 

          Scan and email to: secretary@qwrc.org.au  

 

Membership Application / Membership Renewal Form 
A new form is required each membership (calendar) year to validate your insurance cover. 

Applications received after 1 October each year expire 31 December of following year 

 

Please complete all details 
 

Surname.................................................................................................................................... 
 

First Name………………………………………………….................................................... 
 

Date of Birth………………………………………………..................................................... 
 

Residential Address………………………………………….................................................. 
 

.................................................................................................Postcode.................................. 
 

Postal address………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

...............................................................................................Postcode................................... 
 

Shire in which you reside………………………………….................................................... 
 

Telephone (H) (............)......................................................................................................... 
 

(Mob)....................................................................... (W)....................................................... 
 

Email...................................................................................................................................... 
 

Group Name [if applicable] …...…………..………………..................................................... 
 

All newsletters and correspondence will be sent to your email address.  Please tick the 

box below to receive RnR by post. 
  
I wish to receive my RnR by hard copy.  
 

I, the above named, understand and agree that my name and contact details will be stored on 

a member data base by QWRC for its use and may be circulated to all other members of 

QWRC around the state. I further understand that these details will not be sold for any 

purpose. 

 

Signed........................................................................Dated............................................ 
 

Annual (1Jan-31Dec) Membership AU$20  

Payment options  
I enclose Cheque / money order for $......................... made payable to QWRC. 

Or 
Direct Deposit to the QWRC bank account at Credit Union Australia  

BSB No 814 282 Account number 30644404 

Please use your surname as a reference for this transaction 
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In western QLD there is a massive wild 

dog problem that, understandably, needs 

to be addressed not just for the            

agricultural industry but also to protect 

our native wildlife. The current fix that 

the government has spent millions of 

dollars on in the last few years is fencing 

grazier’s properties so they, particularly 

sheep graziers, have fewer losses        

especially in the lambing season. This     

fencing goes by a few names, wild dog, 

cluster, exclusion and recently I heard it 

referred to as roo fencing. It is usually 

five feet high graduated fencing (the 

spaces start off smaller lower to the 

ground and then get larger) with skirting 

on the ground and some also have a 

strand of barbed wire across the top   

making it six foot high all up. While its 

main purpose is to keep wild dogs out, it 

is also being used to restrict our native 

wildlife’s natural migration or even 

worse, keep all wildlife from properties.  

 

Cluster Fencing in Western Qld 

Continued on page 17 

Melanie Barsony

Roo trapped by cluster fencing 
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As a QWRC member have you received 
this RnR via an email link but would    
prefer to get a hard copy in the mail to 
read at your leisure?   Just advise us at  
secretary@qwrc.org.au. Vice versa also 
applies.   

 Continued from page 16 

Living is central western Qld we have 

seen the outcome of these fences that 

are still being erected. Wildlife affected 

isn’t just macropods but emus, monitors, 

echidnas, really anything that can’t pass 

through the small spaces or clear the 

height. We have noticed the road kill 

along these fences is much higher,      

especially with very young at foot joeys 

and emus, as they are unable to run off 

into the bush so end up crossing the road 

back and forth erratically. Previously the 

fencing was just three or four rows of 

wire with the top row being barbed 

wire; larger animals would clear this 

fencing with the occasional one getting 

caught up and being a fence hanger  

casualty while the smaller animals could 

easily go under the bottom wire which 

would be about one foot off the ground. 

Now only the larger animals can clear 

the cluster fence and only if they have 

sufficient distance to get a run up to it. 

Many more are getting caught in the 

fence itself as their only option to follow 

the mob is to try and jump, plus it is 

much higher. This often leaves younger 

members of the mob, or clutch in the 

case of emu chicks, left behind which 

inevitably leads to their death as they 

are unprotected.   

There have also been many reports of 

farmers erecting this fencing and    

clearing the paddocks of stock so they 

can either put urea in the water to wipe 

out any remaining wildlife or get   

shooters in to kill everything. Cases are 

being  investigated by the Department of      

Environment and Science at the        

moment.  

It is also worth noting that many people 

out here still don’t differentiate between 

dingos and wild dogs, dingos certainly 

aren’t destructive like wild dogs that run 

around taking bites out of lambs or any 

other animal for that matter.  

The government is basically dividing 

the land up into a checker-board and 

giving our wildlife no chance. It is hard 

enough out here, with the current 

drought, and these fences make it so 

much harder for wildlife to migrate 

looking for food and water, their      

survival is severely compromised. Yes 

the fencing has helped the sheep       

industry out here, that had significantly 

dropped due to wild dogs, but our native 

wildlife now has another hurdle to  

overcome. So yes the wild dog         

situations need to be acted on to protect 

both the native wildlife and the sheep 

industry but at what cost with the     

current fencing? Kim Palmer 
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Continued on Page 19 

Report by Jacqui Webb 

Once again, the conference was          
outstanding. So many great presentations 
and likeminded people to spend a few 
days with. I had hoped to chat with all 
fellow Queenslanders, but know I missed 
some. It was not that easy to mingle for 
me as I spent the majority of our break 
times on the table we shared with the 
NSW Wildlife Council. I would like to 
thank these lovely ladies for allowing us 
to share their table, knowledge,          
enthusiasm and sense of humour with 

me . NSW Council have produced 
Codes of Practise for individual species 
which is a great idea. 

I loved the introduction with all the    
beautiful wildlife photos and videos. The 
acknowledgement of our Indigenous  
people and Welcome to Country was 
very impressive. Dr Karl Kruszelnicki 
was the keynote speaker and entertained 
us with his views on a variety of topics 
and insights into wildlife rehabilitation. 

 

 

 

 

Peter Stathis from NSW Office of      
Environment and Heritage presented a 
survey done for Wildlife Carers in NSW 
and the findings were quite interesting. 
As we know, greater than 50% of wildlife 
rescued are birds and they found that 
34% of all animals rescued were        

rehabilitated and released. He suggested 
that we really need to focus on people as 
well, not just the animals. Whilst most of 
the volunteers stated that wildlife       
rehabilitation “improved their wellbeing 
and made them feel happier”, there was 
also a percentage who found stress and 
burnout to be a concern with red tape,    
infighting, bullying, lack of time,      
funding, resources, retainment of     
members in groups and dealing with  
distressed animals being an issue.  On a 
more positive note, most of those who 
participated in the survey would continue 
to volunteer their services for our      
wildlife. The average amount of hours 
spent on rehabilitation was 17 hours/
week. Carers/Rescuers reported up to 
$4000 annual expenditure.  I am sure 
some of us spend a lot more hours a week 
than this as well as more expenditure if 
you take into consideration facilities and 
vet bills as well.  

Overall, the wildlife rehabilitation sector 
in NSW contributes over $27 million per 
year. They also identified a need to    
involve   younger    people and find ways 
to retain volunteers, thereby training and 
ensuring  future    generations of wildlife 
carers. Improvements in group            
leadership, conflict and dispute           
resolution, compliance and enforcement, 
training, access to additional funding and         
resources and strategic support from the 
peak body and government plus better 
triage and   treatment by Veterinary   
practices were also identified as being 
important to  volunteers. I feel that these 
are all issues that we too in Qld           
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Continued from page 18 

Continued on page 20 

experience and can work towards       
improving. QWRC has addressed some 
of these issues   by   contributing to our 
Code of Practise, producing our      
Guidelines and providing training to 
remote areas when funding is available 
and we are still working on more.  

The wonderful Dr Howard Ralph talked 
about Anaesthetics. He also reminded us 
to “have respect for all patients” and that 
everything effects everything else and if 
in doubt don’t”, “Veterinary attention is 
critical for best outcomes” and “animal 
welfare is high priority”. 

Dr Anne Fowler spoke about diarrhoea 
in joey kangaroos and reminded us 
“don’t use your nose to diagnose”. Take 
samples and get them tested. Dr Anne 
explained the stage of development in 
the joey’s life and discussed the different 
types of diarrhoea. She also                 
recommended the 5 in 1 vaccine. 

I found the presentation on Marine     
Turtle Husbandry and Satellite Tracking 
by Elizabeth Hall fascinating. We are 
lucky here in Qld to have six species 
grace our eastern waters. It is amazing 
just how far the turtles travel with one of 
them going all the way to Northern New 
Zealand, whilst another spent a          
considerable amount of time in the 
Hawkesbury River after being released. 

Steve Amesbury talked about             
collaboration in the Wildlife Sector, 
bringing major stakeholders together 
giving us the “opportunity to shape our 
future”. He spoke about how good     
governance can promote integrity,     
accountability and effectiveness, which 
enables not for profit organisations to 
work effectively and value and           
contribute to the wellbeing of their     

volunteers. This would be good for our 
carers, the public who depend on us and 
our wildlife. 

I also found another vet we all would 
love to have on board, Dr Charlie Carter 
who spoke about the rehabilitation of 
Australian raptors and owls. He has been 
working with Peg McDonald at the 
Higher Ground Raptor Centre for the 
past eight years and has been doing some 
amazing work with those birds. He is 
also the president of Australian Raptor 
Care and Conservation (ARCC) Inc. 
which is a not for profit organisation 
dedicated to sharing knowledge about 
the rehabilitation and release of sick and 
injured raptors and owls. Peg has the 
most amazing aviary, the Peter Spitzer 
Free-flight Aviary, which is 100m     
circumference, 6-8m high aviary. This is 
the aviary all raptor carers should be 
using giving them, especially the bigger 
birds such as Wedge-tail and Sea Eagles, 
the optimum chance at building up    
supreme fitness pre-release. I did visit 
this facility and was amazed at the grand 
size of it. This is so on my wish list! 

Professor Gisela Kaplan’s presentation 
on rehabilitating Magpies and Tawny 
Frogmouths was interesting. She really 
did also have the best photos of some of 
her charges. I do have her book on 
tawnies but would recommend those 
interested to purchase the revised      
edition, a must for all Tawny carers. 

There were more presentations on      
Coccidia, Marine Mammal rescue,    
Rodenticides, Rewildiing Ecosystems, 
Wildlife Care and Conservation:        
Confluences and Conflicts, Port       
Macquarie Koala Hospital, Brain and 
Spinal Cord injuries, Avian Pox in     
Kiwis, Impact of Carer Behaviour on 
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Wildlife in Care, Australian Animal 
Welfare Legislation (Brendon Neilly, 

RSPCA NSW did acknowledge that Qld 
had one of the best Code of Practise for 

Wildlife carers), Genetic Diversity in 
isolated populations, Managing heat 

stress in a     Ringtail Possum, Veterinary 
Treatment of Wildlife in Australia, Feed 
Guidelines for Native Birds in           

Rehabilitation (if you are a bird carer 
make sure  you get a copy of  Gordon 

Rich’s  Wombaroo  Feeding   Guidelines 
for native birds), Innovations in Rescue 

Technology, Impact of stress of rehab on 
released possums, managing Conflict in 

the Wildlife Sector, Circoviral Disease in 
Wild Australian Psittacines, Pain and      
Management in Flying-foxes and        

microbats, Microbat Rehabilitation and 
Monotreme  Genesis. 

I really liked Frances Carleton’s     
presentation on Wildlife Rescue and  

Potential Impact on Mental Health. She 
questioned how volunteers are coping 
with the pressures of our workload,   

animal deaths and feeling guilty about 
not being able to save every animal. She 

stressed that organisations needed to 
make sure that help and counselling is 

available when carers are subjected to 
stressful situations. 

Carol Jackson’s presentation on her        

beloved Bobtails (Shingleback Lizards) 
was one of the best. She was so excited 
and enthusiastic on sharing her time and 

efforts at measuring and recording data 
of these charming reptiles, and how this 

data can be instrumental in flagging and 
diagnosing potential health issues. This 

then in turn provides better treatment 
protocols and results. 

One of the many highlights was keynote 

speaker, Tim Low. As most of you    
probably know Tim is an Australian  
biologist and author of several books 
including Feral Future and Where Song 
Began: Australia’s Birds and How They 
Changed the World. I am proud to say I 
now have a signed copy of this one to 

add to my collection of Tim Low books. 
Tim talked about how many species have 
adapted to urbanisation including the 
peregrine falcon, brush-tail possum, 
brush turkey and certain species of    
wallabies and roos. This can also   create 
conflict with people such as camps of 
flying foxes turning up in suburbia. Bird 
netting on rooves to deter pigeons and 
seagulls  is  having  a detrimental   effect 
on peregrine falcons. He suggests that 
declining species should be the focus of 
wildlife carers. We can  help by  planting 
local species of trees and plants and  
using wildlife friendly netting. 

I wish I had he time and space to be able 
to share it all. There is just so much to 
learn at these events and so much to 
share. The full proceedings from the  
conference are now available on the 
AWRC website, https://
www.awrc.org.au/sydney-2018.html       
I do recommend you all have a look and 
read your topics of interest. 

The next conference will be held in   
Darwin in 2020, hope to see you all there 

 . 

 

Jacqui Webb 

Continued  from Page 19 

https://www.awrc.org.au/sydney-2018.html
https://www.awrc.org.au/sydney-2018.html
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Collinsville is a small coal mining town 
nestled in the hills an hour from the 
lovely Bowen beaches and two hours 
from the Whitsundays. 
 
My family were fortunate to live and 
work and raise their families here. I have 
grown up to love the bush and the 
sunsets. 
 
Growing up I had no opportunity to learn 
in detail about our local fauna and flora. 
I was embarressed by my ignorance. 
Originally a mad gardener, in 1996, I 
became involved in a local Landcare 
project. 
 
When some baby birds were brought to 

me in1997 I quickly realized that natural 
areas around the town would attract the 
wildlife but then they were at risk from 
cars, dogs, cats and even people. 
 
Orphaned and injured wildlife quickly 
took over our home and our lives. Our 
children had left home so the animals 
became our children. We do what we 
can. It is mostly first aid, food and 
shelter. 
 
It is a two way street. We have learnt 
much and seen some unique behaviour. 
Have you ever seen a baby emu lie down 
for a rest? 
 
To cater for the animals that come into 
care we have had to evolve and adapt. It 
has been an emotional journey.  Over the 
years we have learnt to successfully care 
for pinkies as small as 100 grams. Not a 
job for the faint hearted. 
 
We have also had great success with our 
poo milkshakes for the joeys with 
diarrhoea or poor gut flora.  It is never 
boring or lonely. There is always 
someone unexpected ringing or turning 
up at the gate or an animal demanding 
care and attention. 
                                                                                              
The work is demanding, messy and 
tiring. You have to deal with stress and 
exhaustion to avoid burnout. In creating 
a small sanctuary for the animals we 
have inadvertantly created a sanctuary 
for people. We share our unique lifestyle 
with visitors and backpackers on a 
regular basis. We have a small simple 
bungalow where they can stay and get to 
know the animals. 
 
 

Meet….. Carol Consetino 
from Collinsville who has  
a   passion for wildlife.  

Continued on page 23 

  Carer Profile 
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Caring for orphaned and injured wildlife 
has enabled me to give something back 
to our local community. 
 
We live WITH the animals. Sadly many 
people have become detached and 
oblivious to the natural world, dulling 
their senses. We are isolated here. There 
is a scarcity of carers in nearly a 300 
kilometre redius. 
 
Being a member of Whitsunday Fauna 
Rescue and North Queensland Wildlife 
groups has provided invaluable support 
over the years. 
 
We currently have a crow and a 
frogmouth recently released who visit 
daily. There are five joeys in the yard 
enclosures, three joeys and a baby 
possum sharing the house and birds in 
the verandah aviary and lots of 
freeloading birds and possums. The 
possums regularly organise races across 
the roof at night. 
 
There is no time to slow down, our work 
has become more important than ever. 
Animals are being displaced by massive 
land clearing and hit by extra vehicle 
traffic. Last year we had several hundred 
birds and microbats displaced by 
clearing for the solar farms. Sadly only a 
handful returned to the area. 

Our opencut coal mines are currently 
permanently destroying and locking up 
our bush and waterways, a blight on the 
landscape that is displacing more 
animals. 
 
Caring for wildlife has heightened my 
awareness of environmental issues 
locally and worldwide and the need for  
healthy ecosystems. Our wildlife need a 
voice. 
 
Chief Seattle in 1854 in a speech to the 
American President said 
"Every part of the earth is sacred" 
"the white men will devour the earth and 
leave behind only a desert" 
"What is man without the beasts? If all 
the beasts were gone, man would die 
from a great loneliness of spirit. For 
whatever happens to the beasts, soon 
happens to man. All things are 
connected" "The earth is precious to 
Him, and to harm the earth is to heap 
contempt on its Creator." 
 

 

   

 

 

 Continued from page 22 

Carol Consetino 
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   Continued on page 25 

 Working with your vet 

QWRC acknowledges the huge support 
provided by the veterinary industry and 
individual practitioners throughout 
Queensland to Australian wildlife and 
wildlife carers.  

All wildlife cares must in turn offer    
support to and care for these hard     
working professionals. 

We know wildlife rehabilitators   
throughout Queensland are very grateful 
for the time, resources and services 
many vets donate to help treat our native 
wildlife.  We encourage all our members 
to work closely with their local vet and 
to respect the services they provide. 

All individual wildlife rehabilitators and/
or rehabilitation groups should           
endeavour to have good contact avenues 
with all veterinary practices in their area. 
Remember that in many cases vets     
provide a service to you and our native 
animals for free.  Please respect that   
service and do not abuse it! 

Here are a few very simple things that 
may improve your relationship with your 
local vet regarding admitted native     
species and reduce the frustration that 
could arise from inadvertent               
misunderstandings:  

 Where possible take the time to 
introduce yourself to the Practice 
Manager before arriving with your 
first patient. Let them know how 
you can help them e.g. collecting 
wildlife in a timely manner,  
providing helpful advice/literature 
for the public and also access to 
literature ie. RnR, links to current 
research papers such as those on 
the AWRC website.  

 QWRC recommends wildlife    
rehabilitators and/or rehabilitation 
groups book a short consultation 
with their local veterinary  practice 
to clarify the most beneficial     
process for care and collection of 
sick, injured or orphaned native 
wildlife delivered to the clinic, and 
to help build a 'working'            
relationship to assist all. 

 

 Respectfully request that the    
practice assess the health status of 
the admitted animal and initiate 
appropriate care as promptly as 
possible, asking that the animal is 
given adequate attention, pain relief 
and treatment in a timely manner, 
to help minimise further suffering 
and distress, and to  increase     
survival chances and a positive 
outcome.   

 

 Discuss respectfully how you can 
assist them to provide suitable 
housing away from domestic pets 
wherever possible. Remember that 
wildlife being placed in close     
proximity to unfamiliar smells and 
noises including predatory species 
e.g. cats and dogs can inadvertently 
cause extreme stress to them.  

 

 Work with the practice to discuss 
provision of housing that is suitable 
for the age and species of the native 
animal received. This can greatly 
improve survival chances and a 
positive outcome.  

 

 Look to provide your vet with a 
selection of different size bags and 
pouches to assist with appropriate  
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Annie Saunders 

My hubby Kev got a call to put down a 
big buck roo supposedly hit by a car 
about 40ks away.  He couldn’t do it as 
he had no injuries but was skin and bone 
and starving. Kev sat with him in the 
bush for over two hours giving him  
water and dog biscuits and then decided 
to take him home somehow. Once home 
we let him settle for a while and then 
managed to get some Rescue remedy 
into him. Later Kev fed him two baby 
bottles of Crittacare which he really 
liked and he started eating some grass 
and steamed-flaked barley.   

He was so very weak and  had a very 
long  road ahead of him but we will do 
everything  in our power to save this      
beautiful boy. He is trusting Kev       
virtually with his life. We feel so damn 
proud that this wild animal is allowing 
us to care for him. Thanks to the bus 
driver who rang and the two gas workers  
and our neighbour who helped lift him 
in and out of the car, without your   

kindness he most certainly would have 
died. 

Our nearest vets are over 100ks away 
but we are doing everything we possibly 
can for him and he has responded so 
well. We gave him Vytrate and loads of 
fluids and even though he was still so 
thin his skin was so much better and he 
no longer had that sunken stomach 
look.  We then started him on full fat soy 
meal as well which he really likes and is 
still having Crittacare morning and 
night.  We wormed him just in case he 
had a stomach full of worms. He then 
started standing up greeting Kev with 
what we have called his happy grunt. 
This boy Jackson will one day be as 
majestic as he once was. 

See photos on back cover. 

 

 
  Sandy Welch 

Saving Jackson the starving Roo 

                       housing before collectio n.     

                      Remember if you travel this path to 
                     work out a  process for restocking          
                      as     the bags are used.  

 Vets give a lot to you and your 
group so we encourage you to give 
back whenever you can; morning 
or afternoon tea treats occasionally 
could be a nice touch.  

 Remember to invite them to your 
training days as this will allow you 
all to learn from each other. 

 Whenever you deal with anyone 
please remember your basic      
manners.  You might think this is a 

bit obvious but it can be easy to 
forget this simple courtesy if you 
are stressed or worried about an 
animal. Take a deep breath, smile, 
say good morning or good         
afternoon and remember to say 
please and thank you. 

We would like to reiterate that the     
services provided to our Australian   
native wildlife by the veterinary         
fraternity is greatly appreciated, and we 
are trying to ensure 'best practice' and     
suitable outcomes for all concerned - the 
animals, veterinary staff and wildlife 
carers by working to create mutually 
beneficial partnerships for all.  
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Book Review 
Wombaroo 

Feeding Guidelines for native birds 

 In 2009 QWRC announced that we had 
obtained sponsorship from the Transport 
and Main Roads Department [TMR] in 
the form of high visibility vest complete 
with the wording 
on the back. 

As each QWRC member had read and 
completed the required paperwork      
regarding the risks of working on or near 
a road each could be issued with one of 
these vests.  Once this first batch of vest 
was almost gone TMR were good enough 
to supply us with another batch for     
distribution.  

When this offer was first put in place it 
was impossible, or nearly so, to obtain 
these vests from any source.  How things 
have changed!

This book was launched at the recent 
AWRC in Sydney, and Wombaroo did a 
presentation at the conference about how 
the feeding guidelines were developed. 
It took over three years work researching 
this book! 

This book contains 77 pages of very 
detailed and useful information         
including coloured photos of many of 
the birds. 

The species are divided into their       
relevant categories: 

Insectivores - Honeyeaters - Pardolotes - 

Frugivores - Lorikeets - Parrots &  

Cockatoos - Quail - Finches - Pigeons & 

Doves - Ducks, Geese & Swans -

Seabirds -  Raptors  - Owls 

It also includes: 

Introduction - Nutritional Categories -  

Species Identification - Captive Diets - 

Feed Quantity - Water Requirements - 

Growth Charts - Age Determination. 

There are also 11 Appendices: 

Insectivore Rearing Mix - Insects & In-

vertebrates - Lorikeet & Honeyeater 

Food - Frugivore Diets - Parrot Soft 

Food - Seed Mixes - Duck Feeding 

Guidelines - Tube-feeding Diet - Fish 

for Seabirds - Whole Prey for Raptors - 

Body Measurements - References -   

Index of Species. 

There are also listings for Natural diet/
Captive diets and some species also have 
a Juvenile diet.  Also what to feed, how 
much to feed and how to feed together 
with lots of other information too 

This is a truly amazing book, it’s free 
and I would recommend that all bird 
carers ensure they have a copy. 

Wombaroo are sending out the books 
free of charge, with an emphasis on  
getting it out to carer groups so they can 
distribute them to their members (this is 
the most efficient way of distributing it.)   
Individuals can contact their carer group 
for copies, or contact Wombaroo        
directly at info@wombaroo.com.au or 
ph (08) 8391 1713. Copies are also 
available with orders from their           
distributor Australian Wildlife Supplies. 

The feeding of birds is not the only          
consideration for the successful         
rehabilitation and release.  You may 
therefore wish to consider purchasing 
the following books to assist you. 

Bird husbandry and rehabilitation books 
by Anne Fowler: 

 Injured Native Birds ($25) 

 Orphaned Birds ($25) 

 Waterbirds & Seabirds ($25) 

 Raptors ($35)   

                       which is new,    printed for the first  
                       time in 2018. 
 

These are available via mail order     
directly from Anne Fowler by emailing 
her at an.fowler@bigpond.com. 

mailto:info@wombaroo.com.au
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©Sandy Welch 

   

Jackson when first rescued ©Sandy Welch 

See story on page 25 

Jackson having a drink and trusting Kev ©Sandy Welch 


